Welcome to the Stamford Museum & Nature Center

LEGEND
- PASTURES/OPEN SPACE
- FOREST
- ROADS
- PAVED AREAS
- PONDS STREAMS
- TRAILS
- FENCES
- BUILDINGS
- PARKING
- PICNIC AREAS
- RESTROOMS
- INFORMATION
- HIKING TRAILS
- HANDICAPPED ACCESSIBLE

VISITOR STEWARDSHIP & CONDUCT
Stewards care about the environment and all living animals at the SM&NC and beyond. Good Stewards appreciate and respect all that is around them including sculpture, art, grounds and natural resources. This is an important role and one that everyone must participate in at the SM&NC, regardless of age.

1. No feeding of any animals.
2. No climbing on any sculptures, exhibits or fencing.
3. No bikes, scooters, or skateboards.
4. No pets allowed on premises.
5. No feeding or chasing of ducks.

Thank you for respecting our expectations and standards of conduct during your visit.